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Does your Revenue Cycle Operations have a
Supplemental Resourcing Plan to Optimize Revenue?

To Our Healthcare Clients and Friends:
Most revenue cycle operations need more manpower to optimize revenue. Supplemental recovery services
can help with denials management, eliminate coding backlogs and ensure billing and follow-up fidelity. This
allows current staff to focus on the most impactful activities in an ever-evolving revenue cycle environment:
training, education, new technology adoption, and programs for quality improvement and patient care.
Experienced project-focused staff can help accelerate cash, reduced write-offs, and increase revenue,
delivering providers a significant return on investment.

BACKGROUND
Not every month is the same. Some months are busier than others. Unpredictable work volumes can stress
staffing resources. The inconsistent business cycle and staffing issues related to turnover, disability leave or
delays in hiring approvals can result in backlogs. Transitioning to a new hospital information system requires
current staff to learn the new system while trying to maintain the day-to-day work in the old system.

CHALLENGES
Backlogs due to processing delays, an unanticipated project, system implementation or staffing issues can
negatively impact an organization’s financial health such as:
• Increase in days in accounts receivable
• Increase in aged accounts receivable requiring higher reserves
• Increase in untimely filing denials
• Delays in cash
• Decrease in revenue
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CHALLENGES CONT’D...
Backlogs and processing delays cannot be ignored because of their direct fiscal impact. Things to consider
when work demands are greater than the permanent staffing supply:
• Hiring staff is expensive and it can distract from the daily operations
• Recruiting and hiring permanent staff is time-consuming and new candidates need to give notice
• Training and education of staff take time and resources
• Permanent staff may feel stress and tension which could result in turnover
• Asking existing staff to work overtime is expensive and can reduce staff’s overall productivity and 		
work quality
• Once backlogs are reduced, permanent staff may need to be laid off or re-directed

INSIGHTS
The first step to effectively using supplemental staffing is to identify project-focused work that can be
accomplished with minimum disruption to current operations or involvement by the current team. Next step
is to communicate with the current team that the supplemental team members are an extension of their team,
to support their efforts, not to replace them. Inform them that the new team consists of experienced staff that
requires minimum training or support. They are project-focused and driven to meet the required results.
Areas of project-focus that supplemental staff can help revenue cycle operations with backlogs:
Denial Support:
• Conduct root cause analysis to identify the reasons for the denials
• Write appeal letters and track for resolution
• Secure the necessary information to re-submit the claim
• Write-off accounts, as appropriate
Coding Support:
• Backfill for coding staff on leave or due to turnover
• Support inpatient coding due to census increases
• Support outpatient coding due to volume increases
• Maintain Discharge Not Final Billed (DNFB) at best practice levels
• Provide coding support for specialty needs: Home Care, Psych, Rehab
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INSIGHTS CONT’D...
Billing and Follow-up Team:
• Supplement existing team
• Assist with specific aging categories
• Reduce unbilled AR
• Assist with the AR of a difficult payer
• Work down a legacy AR
• Support fiscal year end project efforts to maximize cash
• Assist with Medicare, or other payer, billing and follow-up
Scheduling and Registration Support:
• Overflow scheduling support
• Pre-registration assistance
• Insurance verification and financial clearance support

SUMMARY
Bringing in project-focused supplemental staff allows operations to adjust more easily and quickly to work
fluctuations, effectively reducing backlogs and improving financial performance. Increase in cash, reductions in
AR and write-offs, and increased revenue are some of the benefits that providers experience by adding
supplemental staff to their team. Does your organization have a revenue optimization plan using supplemental
staffing?
We are pleased to present this information to you. If you have any questions or need assistance, please do not
hesitate to contact me at (484) 844-4025.
Truly Yours,
Terri Donohue
SVP, Consulting | Revint Solutions
Meet the Author | Terri Donohue
Terri is a highly motivated healthcare executive with a history of accomplishments that spans over 26 years.
She is a goal oriented professional who creates solutions through people.
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REVINT SOLUTIONS IS AN INDUSTRY LEADER IN REVENUE RECOVERY AND
CONSULTING SERVICES. WE OFFER A FULL REVENUE INTEGRITY SAFETY
NET FOR ALL TYPES OF HEALTHCARE PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS.
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RESULTS

We provide a full suite of reimbursement services to over 1,600 healthcare organizations
in the U.S. and help recover over $475 million of underpaid or unidentified revenue for
our clients annually across 48 states.

EXPERIENCE

We employ 500+ employees with over 20 years of healthcare experience to bring the
best of cutting-edge analytical tools to the revenue integrity space.

VALUE

We offer the most value in every engagement by expanding our capabilities to support
your entire revenue cycle management process.
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